Through those first two functions, we LEARN. Through the latter two, we THINK.
The lamp of knowledge is the symbol of education. And yet, Dr. Albert Einstein went so far as to say that "imagination is more important than knowledge." Almost all of our education is devoted to absorption and retention. Our experience, as well as our education, both tend to develop judgment. On the other hand (in the words of Dr. J. P. Guilford), "creative imagination is appallingly neglected by education."
The fact of the matter is that education and experience both tend to undermine our creative potential, to the result that nearly all of us are less creative in our prime than in our childhood.
There are exceptions -mainly those people whose callings require creative effort. As a result, they exercise their imaginations steadily enough to keep their creativity growing instead of waning. [ __ ,n~o The methodology of creative problem-solving usually includes some, or all, of these procedures:
Orientation: Picking out and pointing up the problem. Preparation: Gathering the data. Analysis: Breaking down the relevant material. Ideation: Thinking up ideas by way of possible solutions. Incubation: Letting up, in order to invite illumination. Synthesis: Putting the pieces together. Evaluation : Verifying the tentative solutions. In actual practice, no such onetwo-three sequence is feasible. We may start our guessing even while preparing. After incubation, we may again go digging for facts-facts which, at the start, we did not know we needed.
Of those steps, the two which are most subject to neglect are these:
(l) Orientation, and (2) Ideation.
Orientation is often half the battle. First of all, we should split our problem into its components. Then, we should coin each sub-problem into a perfectly definite question.
Then, we need to think up plenty of tentative ideas; because, in ideation, quantity helps breed quality. This is axiomatic. That's why copious variation is the basic principle of scientific experimentation.
When it comes to piling up hypotheses, we are blessed with a precious talent called "association of ideas." Aristotle put his finger on this gift of ours 2300 years ago-and he then laid down its three laws: similarity, contiguity and contrast.
Association automatically gears imagination to memory, and makes one idea lead to another. But, we can slow down or speed up this flowdepending upon what we do.
For example, if we let our judgment intrude too soon, we tend to throttle our fluency of ideas. This is a basic principle.
One way to increase creativity is to remove the blocks that so often stand in the way. Three of the main blocks are:
1. Unawareness of the fact that each of us LS gifted with creative potential.
3. Unwillingness to try, and to keep trying, to come up with ideas.
Emotional blocks include the tendency of so many of us to undermine our own creativity by self-discouragement. To combat this, we should remember that even the Pasteurs fumbled and stumbled, and that most of the world's truly great ideas were laughed at when first suggested.
The fear of "looking foolish" has stood in the way of many. To help remove this block, Dr. James Bryant Conant, while President of Harvard University, kept this legend on his office wall:
"Behold the turtle. He makes progress only when his neck is out." So much for hindrances by way of self-defeating attitudes. Now for some devices by which we can step up our creative power.
The basic device, of course, is to make a start.
Another simple aid is to make notes. This helps furnish fuel for imagination, and tends to empower association.
Then, too, it often pays to improvise a check-list of our own.
Another way to spur fluency is to set a deadline--even to the point of issuing a promise to come up with some new ideas at an appointed time. By thus putting ourselves on the spot, we intensify our emotional power to generate ideas.
A corollary device is to set a quota of a minimum number of ideas to be thought up. By such practice, we will find that we can take on larger and larger stints.
We can likewise make dates with ourselves for creative concentration.
Since the days of Thoreau, a favorite way to hunt ideas has been to take a hike.
Beds can be creative cradles when we deliberately lie down-not to go to sleep, but to think up.
Dr. Graham Wallis, the English psychologist, so strongly favored bath tubs as ivory towers that he suggested the need of waterproof pencils and waterproof notebooks.
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In practical problem-solving, we can give conscious guidance to creative thinking by quizzing ourselves. My textbook lists some 70 types of self-interrogation which can lead the way to ideas. M.LT. has printed these questions in the form of a check-list.
Although self-quizzing and other self-prodding devices can help a lot, a person's creativity depends on the effort he puts into it.
Some people are far more productive of ideas than others. This disparity is usually due to a difference in driving-force, not in native talent.
And our drive depends on our emotional spurs-not only the spur of necessity, but internal spurs such as striving for wealth, for fame, for selfrealization, and for happiness.
Unfortunately, our creative energy often depends upon others. In a cartoon in the Saturday Evening Post, the Big Boss is quoted as saying to five of his vice-presidents:
"Those opposed will signify by clearing out their desks, putting on their hats and saying: 'I RESIGN'."
That kind of attitude can nip our imagination in the bud. The other kind can help make it bloom.
As I have said, we should keep our foot off the brake when driving for ideas. At UB, we have conducted many tests which prove the extent to which premature intrusion of judgment tends to inhibit the flow of ideas.
Repeated results from this type of experimentation indicate that the average group can produce almost 10 times as many ideas-s-in the same length of time-when ideation is unhampered, as when judgment is allowed concurrently to interfere.
To illustrate the principle of alternating our two main types of thinking (on a sort of stop-and-go basis), I will conclude by quickly sketching some of the steps in problem-solving.
1. Vital angles of a problem are often so obscure that their detection calls for imagination. Therefore we might well start with a solely creative approach.
2. Having created a copious list of possible phases to the problem, let's scrutinize them judicially, and pick out our single targets.
3. Having clarified the problem, we now need facts. But let's first devote a creative period to thinking up the kinds of material which might help most. (Dr. Walter Reed did just that in solving the mystery of Yellow Fever. Many scientists had gone bleary-eyed peering through microscopes at bacteria and blood. Dr. Reed suggested that insects be investigated, and this led to the solution.) 4. Having free-wheeled the question of what information is needed, then let's go into a judicial session and determine just what items on that list should first be researched.
5. Then let's go creative and dream up all possible ideas as leads to the solution of the problem. This part of the process obviously calls for fuU play of imagination-without concurrent intrusion of critical thinking. 6. Then, let's select the most likely ideas. This screening process calls mainly for judicial thinking, with emphasis on comparative analysis. 7. Then, let's think up all possible ways to test. Here, again, we need creative thinking. Some brand new way of testing is often called for.
8. Having decided on how best to test, let's keep on being judicial and verify what seems to have been proved.
9. Even though our final solution may have been corroborated by experiment, we might well imagine what might happen, as a result of its adoption. For example, every military strategy has to be finally processed on the basis of what the enemy may do.
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10. Finally let's re-evaluate our problem. To do this right we must weigh all the pros and cons. And, of course, this calls for nothing but cold judgment.
All those 10 steps net down to this point: When it comes to thinking, we should try to act as if we were two people-at one time, a thinker-upper; at another time, a judge.
Just as the voltage of electricity can be stepped up by alternating current, so we can step up our mental power by alternating our thought processes.
The principles and procedures I have just sketched for you are applicable to individual thinking and also to group ideation.
Brainstorming is-the name for a method of group ideation which has become popular throughout the United States and in a dozen other countries.
One reason for the productivity of group brainstorming is that the power of association is a two-way current. When a panel-member spouts an idea, he automatically spurs his own imagination toward another idea. At the same .time, his ideas stimulate the associative power of all the others.
Scientific experiments have demonstrated that "free associations" are over 66% more numerous in groupactivity than when working alone.
Experience proves, however, that idea-producing conferences cannot be as productive as they should be unless these rules are faithfully followed:
1. Judgment is ruled out: Criticism of ideas must be withheld until later.
September 1958 2. "Free wheeling" is welcomed: The wilder the idea the better; it is easier to tame down than to think up.
Quantity is wanted:
The greater the number of ideas the more likelihood of good ones.
As to which subjects lend themselves best to joint brainstorming, the guiding principle is that a problem should be specific rather than general-that it should be simple rather than complex-that it should be narrowed down to a single target.
A dozen engineers from the Carborundum Company took the course in Creative Thinking that the University of Buffalo has been conducting for the past seven years. Later they put to test the productivity of group-thinking versus solo-thinking. Two teams, each of 10 engineers, were formed to think up what profitable use could be made of certain equipment not employed to capacity. One team jointly brainstormed the problem.
The other ten attacked it as individuals. When scientifically assayed -by the engineers themselves-the findings showed that the group method had been 44% more productive than the solo method.
Repeated tests have determined the extent to which premature intrusion of judgment tends to inhibit the flow of ideas.
For these experiments, the class was divided into two groups:
1. A creative, or positive section.
A judicial, or negative section.
Whenever the creative group suggests solutions to the problem, the judicial group is free to voice its criticism. With half the class thus pouncing on the ideas offered by the other half, the number of suggested solutions average less than five per IS-minute session.
Then the judicial half of the class is asked to leave the room. The remaining students are forbidden to express any criticism whatsoever. On the average, these purely creative groups can think up nearly 50 ideas per IS-minute session.
Repeated resul ts from this type of experimentation indicate that the average person can produce almost 10 times as many ideas-in the same length of time-when ideation is unhampered as when judgment is allowed concurrently to interfere.
The use of brainstorming continues to spread-in education, in the Armed Forces, in government, in business, in churches and in communities.
Nine out of ten of the nation's largest corporations have put brainstorming to use on various problems including research, engineering, purchasing, personnel, production, finance, packaging and almost every phase of marketing.
A recent development among industries has been a growing tendency to apply brainstorming to safety problems. According to G. R. Eckstein of Remington Arms, brainstorming provides "an ideal climate for employees and management to sit around a table and work out mutual problems." Remington Arms has established a world record for safety among sheet metal working industries. This company has recently applied brainstorming, on a plant-wide basis, to help maintain its safety record.
New uses for brainstorming are being continually reported. Although the productivity of group versus individual ideation is important, this does not mean that one procedure should supplant the other. In every problemsolving effort, both the solo type and group type of creative thinking should be brought to bear.
